Auditory temporal integration in the rhesus macaque (Macaca mulatta).
Temporal integration for pure tones was examined in two rhesus macaques. The subjects were required to respond to a brief sound (a tone burst) that deviated from a previous series of sounds (noise bursts) on a trial (a deviant-stimulus detection paradigm). Psychometric functions and thresholds were determined from correct detections (hit proportions) alone, and from d' scores. Two models describing the decline in threshold as a function of stimulus duration, one a power function the other an exponential, were tested against the data. When the decline (slope) in threshold per log stimulus duration is used as a rate measure, our results yield a lower estimate of temporal integration rate in rhesus than did a previous study [Clack, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 40, 1140-1146 (1966)]. Both studies, however, gave slope estimates of integration rate that were higher than in most other species. Comparison of the models using data from several species, revealed that the exponential, but not the power model, could account for two sources of variation in threshold measurement. One source is due to the range across threshold as a function of duration (the linear rate component), and is described by the constant of proportionality Ik in the model. The other source of variation arises from the rate of decline within this range (the nonlinear rate component), and is described by the time constant tau. In terms of this model, differences in rate estimates between Clack's study and ours (and between rhesus and other species) are primarily due to the linear component. The nonlinear rate component was about equal for our study and Clack's (tau = approximately 150 ms): a time constant that is just slightly larger (indicating a rate of temporal integration slightly slower) than for most other species examined.